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Almost six decades ago New York’s banks recognized the need for an additional 
resource for our small businesses and created New York Business Development 
Corporation (“NYBDC”).  NYBDC is owned and funded by 124 banks doing business in 
NYS…..those banks (from the largest money center banks to one-branch banks) 
recognize the value of small business and the need to have a well-funded, creative and 
responsive alternate lender to address the needs of businesses that are not quite ready 
for "prime time"....in essence NYBDC manages a statewide financial farm system by 
providing capital through creative programs and maximum use of resources that can 
mitigate loss in the event of a default on the loan.  
 
In 2010 NYC Council Speaker Christine C. Quinn along with Council Members Domenic 
M. Recchia, Jr (Chair, Committee on Finance) and Diana Reyna (Chair, Committee on 
Small Business) and Congresswoman Nydia Velazquez, challenged commercial banks, 
alternate lenders and technical assistance providers to increase the resources focused 
on small business and to promote access to capital to credit worthy small businesses 
through the Credit Ready NYC initiative.  NYBDC responded and substantially 
increased its outreach and loan activity for smaller dollar loans (under $350,000) for 
small businesses. Since the initiative NYBDC loan activity for loans under $350,000 
increased both in number of loans (103%) and dollars (92%) while the average loan 
size decreased from $209 thousand to $197 thousand (6%).  Our efforts to assist small 
businesses in the wake of Hurricane Sandy are a natural extension of the NYC Council 
Credit Ready NYC initiative and our increased commitment to NYC small businesses in 
conjunction with the New York Bankers Association and our technical assistance 
partners. 



 
Shortly after October 29, 2012, NYBDC was invited to participate in discussions with the 
New York City Economic Development Corporation ("EDC") and Goldman Sachs ("GS") 
to establish an emergency loan fund to assist small businesses impacted by Sandy.  
The initial discussions anticipated a $10 million loan fund with equal participation from 
EDC and GS (the "Hurricane Sandy Small Business Emergency Loan Fund” or "Loan 
Fund").  Shortly after the discussions began, the New York Bankers Association 
("NYBA") was invited to participate and pledged to solicit support from its member 
banks.  Ultimately, 32 NYBA member banks (including NYBDC) agreed to provide an 
additional $10 million increasing the Loan Fund to $20 million. 
 
The first loan application was approved on November 9, 2012 and funded shortly 
thereafter. As of February 20, 2013, 503 loans for $11.2 million have been approved; 
434 loans for $9.9 million have been funded. 
 
Overall, as of February 21, 2013 we have received 1,079 loan applications and 
determined 953 (88.3%) as follows: 
 

 Approved – 513 or 53.8% 
 

 Declined – 381 or 40%; and 
 

 Withdrawn by Applicant  or Ineligible (less than 1 year in business, greater than 
100 employees, or investment real estate) – 59 0r 6.2% 

 
There are 125 applications pending. 
 
NYBDC has volunteered it services as administrator of the Loan Fund and is not 
receiving any income or fees for services. 
 
The maximum loan amount is equal to the lesser of the physical and economic damage 
alleged to have been suffered by the business or $25,000.  The loans must be 
guaranteed by the owners of the business (20% or more) and are secured by a lien on 
the business assets.  Loan payments, with interest at 1%, begin after 6 months and the 
loan is payable in equal monthly installments over 24 months. 
 
By any measure the speed with which the Loan Fund was implemented was quite 
remarkable.  This was facilitated by the mutual respect and trust that the parties had for 
each other predicated on prior dealings.  NYBDC and GS had worked extensively with 
Empire State Development to establish an emergency loan fund for small businesses in 
the wake of Super Storms Irene and Lee in 2011.  NYBDC, GS and EDC had 
substantially completed negotiations to establish an initiative to provide capital to food 
manufacturers in NYC to facilitate growth of that sector.  
 
The support and rapid response of the NY banks was made possible by NYBA 
President Mike Smith.....not only is Mr. Smith immensely respected by the NY banking 
community but he also serves as a member of the NYBDC Board of Directors.  The 
participating banks are listed on Appendix I and included banks from across the state 
including Glens Falls National Bank (Glens Falls), Pathfinder Bank (Oswego), Tioga 
State Bank (Spencer) and Ballston Spa National Bank (Saratoga) that did not have 
branches, customers or operations impacted by Sandy....they just wanted to help. 
 



There was no posturing, no gamesmanship, no advantage sought.....there was only one 
goal.....get a meaningful loan program up and running as quickly as possible.   All of the 
parties worked tirelessly and unselfishly to make it happen.  In the process my respect 
and admiration for our partners at EDC (particularly Sarah Saint-Amand) and GS 
(particularly Christina Shapiro) only grew.  The initial agreement between EDC, GS and 
NYBDC was signed on November 14, 2012….the first loan was approved five days 
earlier on November 9, 2012. 
 
Our first concern was developing eligibility requirements.....these had to provide a 
reasonable assurance of repayment but had to take into account that a small business 
may not be able to access its business records.  Bearing this in mind, the following 
eligibility requirements were established -  
 
- Proof of Identity of the Business Owners demonstrated by valid and current 

government issued photo identification card; 
- Average Credit Score for the Owners of 650 or higher;   
- One year or more in business; 
- Sufficient cash flow (as demonstrated by filed 2011 Federal Tax Return) to service 

all debt including the anticipated loan from the Loan Fund. 
 
Next we focused on process...we had to have knowledgeable and compassionate folks 
to handle the intake and they had to be widely dispersed throughout NYC.  For this we 
turned to NYC Small Business Services ("SBS") which responded through the NYC 
Solutions Centers and the Industrial Assistance Provider network. 
 
NYBDC developed a disaster loan application and supporting documents, posted them 
on our website and then conducted a web based training session for SBS personnel on 
Sunday, November 4, 2012 and then we were off…… 
 
Once an application is received from SBS NYBDC's work begins -  
 
- The application materials are reviewed for completeness with correspondence 

generated to SBS advisor if there are any incomplete or missing items; 
 
- Personal and business credit reports are ordered; 
 
- Tax Transcripts for the 2011 Federal Tax Return are ordered; 
 
- Underwriting reviews the application, supporting documents, reports and tax 

transcripts and an initial decision is made. 
 
- If the initial decision is an approval, the loan application is transferred to our legal 

department for preparation of loan documents. 
 
- If the initial decision is a declination the file is transferred to a senior manager for 

review and further consideration.  This could involve direct contact with the applicant 
and/or the SBS advisor and could result in an approval, a request to EDC for 
approval on an exception basis, a request to the business owner for additional 
information or a declination. 

 



In the course of processing and underwriting these applications we have come across a 
number of issues that require careful and additional examination and consideration, for 
example -  
 
- The credit score may be adversely impacted by a single disputed account, a very 

small medical collection account, one or more late payments occurring more than a 
year ago, excessive inquiries, Sandy related credit issues or other factors that may 
not be truly indicative of the creditworthiness of the business.....in each of these 
cases, we review the credit report carefully and seek approval of the application on 
an exception basis where appropriate. 

 
- The "reported" income of the business may not support service of the debt.  In some 

cases, there are affiliates or other related business activity which we can consider to 
supply sufficient cash flow to allow a favorable decision on a global basis.  In other 
cases, apparently viable businesses are not able to qualify due to lack of adequate 
reported income. 

 
- In some cases, the 2011 reported business income is adversely impacted by a 

specific event or expense.....in those cases, we have attempted to "normalize" 
income by excluding the one time expense in determining cash flow. 

 
- In some cases, the business was relatively new in 2011 but was clearly in growth 

mode.....in these we looked to pre-Sandy 2012 activity and interim statements to 
determine if we can identify a trend that will support service of the additional debt. 

 
In addition to our work with the (loan fund) we have also been engaged to administer 
the (grant fund) which is supported by The Mayor's Fund to Advance New York City ($5 
million) and the Partnership for City of New York ($500 thousand).  Grant funds up to 
$10,000 are available to businesses to reimburse the cost of purchasing supplies, 
inventory or equipment or to repair the business premises.   
 
In order to be eligible for a grant the business also has to be eligible for and receive a 
loan.  This eligibility requirement is designed to make sure only those viable businesses 
receive grants.   
 
As of February 21, 2013, we have funded 178 grants and have 33 in process. 
 
Loans and grants will be approved through May 31, 2013 unless sooner extended. 
 
 
 

www.nybdc.com 

1-800-9-BDC-504 

Albany  Buffalo  Jamestown  Melville  New York City  Rochester  Syracuse  

 Watertown  White Plains 

http://www.nybdc.com/


APPENDIX I 
 

LENDER COMMITMENTS 
 

SENIOR LENDER COMMITMENTS: 

 
1. Bank of America 

2. TD Bank 

3. Capital One Bank 

4. HSBC Bank 

5. First Niagara Bank 

6. Flushing Savings Bank 

7. Peoples United Bank 

8. M&T Bank 

9. Hudson Valley Bank 

10. Banco Popular North America  

11. Valley National Bank 

12. Provident Bank 

13. NBT Bank 

14. NYBDC 

15. Northfield Bank 

16. Suffolk County National Bank 

17. Ridgewood Savings Bank 

18. Country Bank  

19. Pathfinder Bank 

20. The First National Bank of New York 

21. Mahopac National Bank / Tompkins Financial Corporation 

22. Glens Falls National Bank 

23. The First National Bank of Long Island  

24. Ulster Savings Bank 

25. Tioga State Bank 

26. Empire State Bank 

27. The Westchester Bank 

28. Walden Savings Bank 

29. Saratoga National Bank & Trust Company 

30. American Community Bank 

31. Sterling National Bank 

32. Ballston Spa National Bank 

 

  
 
JUNIOR LENDER COMMITMENT: 
 

1. New York Business Development Corporation 

 
 

$10,000,000 -  Total Lender Commitments 
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Thank you Chairwoman Reyna, Chairwoman Koslowitz and the City Council Members for 

inviting us to represent the Small Business Development Center (NYSSBDC) to offer testimony 

at this afternoon’s hearing. My name is Brian Goldstein, and I am the Director of Operations for 

the SBDC. Joining me today is two of our Regional Center Directors, Mr. Harry Wells from the 

Queens SBDC located at York College with Outreach locations in the Rockaways, Mr. Dean 

Balsamini from the Staten Island SBDC located at the College of Staten Island. These two 

Directors represent the eight SBDC Regional Centers from two of the hardest hit areas in the 

City from Hurricane Sandy, Staten Island, and Queens. All eight City locations have seen 

Hurricane Sandy impacted businesses from the disaster, as well as our locations on Long Island 

and the Lower/Mid Hudson, but along with Brooklyn and the southern tip of Manhattan, 

damages were most concentrated in their service areas.  

I will give you an overview of the SBDC disaster response, and ask Mr. Wells and Mr. Balsamini 

talk about the activities in their respective areas. At the outset, I want to say that the SBDC, 

regretfully, has a great deal of experience in responding to natural and other disasters. 

Statewide, we have a mutual aid response commitment from every Center in the SBDC network 

as well as other states in the national program. Congress is considering legislation to codify this 

national mutual aid support so that out-of-state approvals would not be required in the future.   

The SBDC has worked with thousands of small businesses during past disasters, from 9/11 

through Hurricanes Irene and Sandy. The Irene event flooded the Southern Tier, Ice Storms a 

few years ago caused tremendous damage to crops and communities in Upstate NY. We also 

were a state that helped in the disaster response and recovery in Louisiana for Hurricane 

Katrina, based upon our experience following 9/11.  From these disasters, the SBDC was and is 

prepared to help small business owners prepare and recover in a post disaster landscape. By 

the vary nature of our statewide network, we are on the ground locally when a disaster strikes 

New York. Our host higher educational institutions are better prepared than most entities to 

respond to emergencies and disasters due to their entrusted care of students, we benefit from 

those capabilities. 



In NYC the SBDC has 8 full time Regional Centers, located in every Borough. In Manhattan we 

are located at PACE University, Baruch College, and Columbia University. In Brooklyn at City 

College of Technology, in The Bronx at Lehman College, in Queens at York College and 

LaGuardia Community College, and in Staten Island at The College of Staten Island. In every 

instance, while the campuses were recovering, SBDCs were anticipating small business needs in 

the short-term and long-term. I’d like to speak to you about those efforts. 

Within a few hours of the storm passing, the SBDC staff started to assess the destruction in 

order mobilize our efforts. Within two days, the SBDC State Director James King and two of the 

most senior Center Directors, with disaster recovery experience, toured Zone A areas along 

with local Regional Center Directors. It was realized very quickly that additional outreach 

locations were going to be necessary to properly respond to the storm damage, simply due to 

the expansive geographic area that was affected. A total of 18 temporary outreach locations 

were opened and staffed (full and part-time) in areas throughout NYC, Long island, and 

Westchester to try and place the assistance where small businesses most needed help.  Many 

of these Centers were set up alongside Business Recovery Centers (BRCs) and Disaster Recovery 

Centers (DRCs) with the Small Business Administration (SBA) and FEMA. Some were in 

communities that were isolated and needed help. An example of this is at the Rockaway 

Development and Revitalization Corporation in Far Rockaway. I have been here every week 

since the storm helping to coordinate our efforts. 

From the time of the storm till the Christmas Holidays, the SBDC Centers were very active with 

small businesses looking for help. Because of the power outages, normal communications such 

as the Internet or even media and telephones were often not readily available. Since the 

holidays, the initial surge in flow of clients has slowed, but the absolute number of businesses 

still needing assistance has not been met.   

As communications returned to more normal conditions, to spread the word that help was 

available; the SBDC Disaster page has become a resource for many, our website and various 

tools for business owners, still facing extreme challenges has been heavily used. Our Regional 

Centers started  by contacting their extensive client data bases to offer assistance. This helped 

spread the word of mouth because small business owners know small business owners. 

In areas where power, phone, or internet service was slower to be restored, SBDC Business 

Advisors and our community partners have even gone door to door through business corridors 

to provide information. I have foot canvassed areas in the Rockaways to make sure businesses 

know where to go and that help is available.  

One of our initial actions was to mobilize the mutual assistance agreement we have here in 

New York. The SBDC had 30 volunteers for deployment to the disaster area from every corner 



of New York. We have had Business Advisors in from around New York State to help with 

recovery in some of the hardest hit areas. These are all experienced staff who only need 

briefing on specialized programs available.  

This is still taking place and to date a total of 15 out-of-area Business Advisors have been 

working in the affected areas, sometimes filling in for local staff that simply needed a break or 

fully staffing one of our temporary Outreach Offices. I should add that even staff that are not 

re-deployed to the disaster areas are called on to ensure that services in their home area is not 

adversely effected while they are redeployed here.   

The recovery activities of small, medium and even some larger firms in the disaster area has 

been slower than anticipated. While a surge of requests for assistance took place in the disaster 

region immediately following the hurricane, the power outages, damage to residences, family 

safety issues and holidays tended to distract business owners from the recovery effort.  

Many of these business owners are burdened with additional debt from the recession and we 

have discovered that many businesses are owned or operated by persons nearing retirement 

and concerned about incurring long-term obligations. Others are not taking action because they 

have been waiting for a better deal (SBA disaster assistance, while long-term is perceived as 

expensive in today’s interest rate environment, a 4% nominal rate). The approval process also 

has been slow. 

In NYC, we have helped over 1,000 small businesses with their recovery efforts. This includes 

applying for SBA disaster loans, NYC Disaster and grant applications, and the various other 

programs that were available such as the Sales Tax Exemption Program (which has 

unfortunately ended), special programs from utilities or agencies as well as planning and 

strategizing for a post recovery operations that represent a different marketplace. 

The SBDC is committed to making the recovery process for entrepreneurs and business owners 

as easy and confidential as possible during a difficult time. We anticipate that over the next 

several months, a renewed surge of businesses are going to be actively engaged in the recovery 

process and seeking help. In some areas the recovery will last years, which is less time than the 

experience with Hurricane Katrina. Many communities have a serious amount of work ahead 

before they are returned to the vibrant neighborhoods we expect. Our promise is to respond 

with the best service delivery system we can, including outreach locations, and make sure that 

the staff needed will be available. 

I would like to ask Mr. Wells followed by Mr. Balsamini to relate their activities, experiences 

and observations. We then will be happy to answer any questions. 

Thank you. 
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My name is Dr. Robert Buka and I am a dermatologist in the South Street Seaport. Our Front 

Street office was destroyed by Tropical Storm Sandy on October 28th, 2012. Water filled our 

waiting and examination rooms, 4 feet high. Exam tables were lost, medical supplies were lost, 

ultraviolet devices used to treat eczema and psoriasis were ruined.  One week prior, we had 

cared for an average of 112 patients each day among 3 physicians. But one week later, our staff 

of 25, consisting of nurses and auxiliary staff, was terminated. I had nowhere to employ them.  

In 2007, we were thrilled to give the renewal of the South Street Seaport its first doctor’s office. 

We moved in June and, by the new year, our schedule was booked with patients from the 

neighborhood. 93% of our patients came from the 10038 zip code, so we made our motto, “A 

Neighborhood Practice with a National Reputation”.  Our office accepted patients of varying 

demographics. We treated elderly patients from neighboring South Bridge Towers. We treated 

indigent patients from the Charles B. Wang Center in nearby Chinatown. We treated bankers 

and brokers with commercial insurance along Peck Slip.  

In total, we suffered $250,000 in damages to the Practice. Travelers Insurance offered nothing; 

sure enough, there was a flood exclusion to our commercial policy. Despite being located in 

Flood Zone A, our broker had failed to set up Flood Insurance. A formal complaint filed with the 

NY Department of Financial Services yielded no results. After a few months of paperwork, the 

SBS and affiliates provided us with a low-interest rate loan of $25,000. There was a matching 

grant of $10,000. FEMA is still deliberating. All these gestures are helpful and much 

appreciated. They also represent roughly 10% of our losses.  

We must start over. We have worked hard to build a base of over 33,000 patients in the area 

and we will not let them down.  We have every intention to return to this vibrant part of the 

City. The Seaport holds tremendous importance not only for NYC Tourism, but also residential 

expansion downtown. If we cannot support the rebirth of this neighborhood, we condemn it 

back to its checkered past of crime and abandoned buildings.  

I ask the City to better recognize businesses that have been so deeply affected in this Area. 

These businesses were the first to take a chance in 2006 and 2007 when the Seaport was being 

rebuilt. A few square blocks that are known for their rich history but also their tremendous 

neglect. We brought them back to a revitalized, unique, bustling cobblestone nook in the City, 

only to be washed away just a few months ago. Please support us as we bring back a future to 

this incredible neighborhood we’ve come to love and serve so well.  



 
To Whom It May Concern:      February 24, 2013 
 
My name is Tehela Nimroody and I am the owner of Il Brigante Restaurant, one of 
the restaurants on Front Street that was devasted by hurricane Sandy with over 5 
feet of salt water. Along with 13 other businesses, my space is rented to me by Durst 
Corporation, which has been unable to restore basic services like electricity, heat, 
fire sprinklers systems, etc., so that I have been forced to be closed since the 
hurricane, with a tentative restoration date of May, although Durst Corporation has 
refused to commit to this date on paper.  
 
My rebuilding cost is likely to be over $100,000. I am not sure of this number 
because I have not yet been allowed by Durst Corporation to re-enter my space and 
start rebuilding. In addition to the rebuilding costs, I have lost so far 4 months of 
revenue. While other businesses with the same amount of damage were able to 
rebuild and open within one month, the particular circumstances surrounding Durst 
Corporation’s issues with essential services has added an additional blow to the 
damage of the hurricane that puts added strain to my ability to reopen, considering 
the loss of revenue. In addition, like most of the other businesses on Front Street, I 
did not have flood insurance and was therefore only reimbursed a grand total of 
$10,000, despite having a comprehensive insurance that cost me $10,000 a year and 
which I have been paying for 6 years. My insurance summary sheet actually said I 
have $1 million in flood insurance and there was just a little asterisk excluding zone 
A.  
 
While I very much appreciate the grants offered by Downtown Alliance and NYC 
Small Business Services, these grants will only be released after I have already spent 
money out of my pocket to rebuild. These grants, once they are released, will total 
$35,000. This is not nearly enough for my building costs. In addition, I will need 
operating costs to cover various city permits and overhead for the first few months, 
in which I believe business will be a fraction of what it was prior to the hurricane, 
considering the devastation to the entire area. On Front Street, the 100 Durst 
Corporation residential tenants were all forced to leave and it is not clear how many 
will return so I am unsure as to how long it will take for business to return to a level 
that affords me the opportunity to cover my costs. In order to keep afloat, I will need 
additional grants and am hoping that some of the money recently released by the 
federal government for Sandy relief can be allocated to small business like myself on 
Front Street.  
 
I thank you for very much for your consideration of my plight and hope that the 
funds necessary to keep my business afloat will be available. 
 
Sincerely yours, 
 
 
Tehela Nimroody   



Fast, Furious and 
Uncoordinated 
Paul Quintero 
CEO, Accion East and Online 
 

February 25, 2013 
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Testimony to joint New York City Council Committees on Small Business and Economic Development 

 
Background 

It was the mother of all storms and for the first time, the warnings lived up to the hype.  The breath of the 
impact actually halted the City.  A city that never sleeps was nevertheless forced to stand still as the public 
transportation system idled all residents and the block by block re-powering slowly progressed.  

At Accion East and Online, we too were physically displaced from our office the week of Superstorm Sandy.  
While forced to work virtually from home, cafe or any place our staff could use to power up a laptop to continue 
our mission, we never stopped lending.  Thanks to having outsourced the servers for our mission-critical 
lending information system, we were able to underwrite and fund loans each day of Superstorm Sandy.   

No sooner had the storm passed and the end of the month occurred (ironically, on Halloween), than we started 
receiving calls from clients who were unexpectedly affected from the storm and were now seeking assistance 
from us in the form of repayment flexibility or additional funding.  In similar speed, the City had announced an 
emergency loan program aimed at assisting businesses with good financial and tax records and strong 
personal credit scores.   

The week after Sandy, Accion announced its own program, aimed at assisting those with challenged credit and 
who maintained less formal record keeping than the City's program required.  We closed our first Sandy 
Recovery Loan that same week and by the end of November expanded our program in size and breadth 
through the inclusion of a grant for each loan recipient that was equal to 15% of the loan.  The grant was truly 
no hassle, no headache and no kidding (see attached program description and illustrative Sandy Recovery 
Business Loan recipient). 

As Accion enters the final stage of its emergency response stage (expected to end March 31), the Small 
Business and Economic Development Committees of the New York City Council have asked for input on the 
City’s response to use for the inevitable next one.  I want to break the lessons into two categories: (i) things 
that worked well and (ii) things that could be improved. 

 
What worked well? 

• ANNOUNCEMENT SPEED.  The reaction time by the City was nothing short of breathtaking.  On 
Thursday, November 1, the City announced its emergency loan program and there was sufficient detail 
about the program to allow us to customize our approach to augment (versus replicate) the effort. 

 
• SIZE.  The announcement of $5 million and then $10 million of capital for the program for loans capped 

at $25,000 was clearly a big response to a big storm.   
 

• ENGAGING THE PRIVATE SECTOR.  Whether it was the original capital from Goldman Sachs, the 
selection of NYBDC to underwrite and process loans or additional grant support from banking 
institutions, the City clearly leveraged private sector funders and operators for increased flexibility and 
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to alleviate fiscal constraints.  This enhanced the effectiveness and implementation speed of the entire 
program. 

 
• COORDINATION WITH NONPROFIT PARTNERS.  The Solution Centers, particularly the Brooklyn 

and Staten Island centers, worked in close coordination with Accion throughout those chaotic first 
weeks after the storm.  The communication flow was and is ongoing and the dissemination of 
information of Accion's program was shared throughout the Solution Center network and beyond. 

 
What could have been improved? 

• LIMITED INTAKE CAPACITY.  The City leveraged its existing Solution Center network to serve as 
intake for the initial wave of funding and other requests.  Quite reasonable.  However, despite the spike 
in demand for support in the wake of the storm, there did not appear to be a commensurate increase in 
resources to address the demand and as a result, many businesses that applied in November ended 
up waiting almost two months before being matched to Accion for their funding needs.  By that time, 
many were already a month or two behind on mortgage and others frustrated with delay. 

 
• LIMITED/LACK OF INVESTMENT IN NONPROFIT SECTOR.  To my knowledge, not only was there a 

lack of temporary capacity building at the Solution Centers, but each nonprofit partner (ourselves 
included) had to raise our own resources to temporarily staff up our intake capabilities to address the 
need and demand for capital.  Given the significant level of funds raised by the City and the critical role 
that community development financial institutions (CDFIs) such as Accion and others play in the 
delivery of services, some level of investment would have maximized program effectiveness.  The 
nonprofit sector in New York City remains not only an important service delivery 
mechanism/distribution channel for capital and support services to businesses, but arguably it is the 
only alternative in these emergency situations and when trying to serve ‘challenged’ entrepreneurs. 

 
• SEQUENTIAL VERSUS PARALLEL PROCESSING.  Instead of working with a handful of proven 

nonprofit micro and small business lenders upfront (in addition to the for profit partner NYBDC) to 
speed the delivery of capital to entrepreneurs, the process took a sequential approach.  It began with 
the Solution Centers, and then went to the NYBDC and after declination, returned to the Solution 
Centers to later be matched with organizations like Accion.  Accion serves credit challenged and 'thin-
file' business owners every day.  Allowing organizations like Accion to be part of the process from the 
beginning would have expedited support for many entrepreneurs given our fast turnaround time. 

 
• LIMITED INPUT FROM NONPROFITS ON PROGRAM DESIGN.  Taking a page from how the 

Federal Reserve pulled in all the top money center banks to quickly address the potential melt-down of 
the financial markets, I believe that greater upfront discussion and planning with a handful of key 
players in the micro and small business lending field would have optimized the effectiveness, breadth 
and response time of the City's emergency loan response program.  This might have sacrificed a few 
days on the timing of the announcement at the front end, but would have accelerated turnaround time 
and avoided the several months of delays clients experienced at the back end. 
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So, what's next? 

On the whole, the City’s response was timely, appropriately sized and performed with significant engagement 
with the private sector.  We are all better off as a result of the City’s timely execution.   

There are, however, improvement opportunities that would maximize the effectiveness of the response 
program.  I believe that the City and leading micro and small business lenders like Accion should make time to 
craft a template for a more robust and effective emergency loan program for the next big storm (whether it is 
snow, wind and/or rain) while the lessons are still fresh in our minds. 

In addition, it would be important to have a similar effort (but with a wider audience) to begin substantive 
discussions on developing a plan or plans for the broader recovery efforts required for the hardest hit 
communities of New York City.  A lot of effort has been spent on securing funds for the recovery effort; it is less 
clear to me whether there is a real plan on what to do with those funds once they become available. 

On behalf of the board, staff and clients of Accion East and Online, we commit ourselves to both of the above 
efforts to ensure we minimize the avoidable adverse impacts on small business owners from future natural 
catastrophes. 

Yours in the mission, 

 

 

Paul Quintero, CEO 

Accion East and Online 

 

Attachments 

• Accion’s Sandy Recovery Loan and Grant Program 
• Sandy Loan Client 
• Program Stats through February 22, 2013 



LOAN REQUIREMENTS 
CHECKLISTAccion East and Online 

Sandy Recovery 
Business Loan + Grant

RATES, FEES AND TERMS

LOAN PROGRAM BENEFITS

A credit score of 525 or higher

Sufficient cash flow to 
comfortably support monthly 
loan payments

Less than $3,000 in past due 
debt

No bankruptcies in the past 12 
months or foreclosures in the past 
24 months

No late payments on your rent/
mortgage in the past 12 months

You own fewer than four 
mortgaged properties

Six months or more in operation 
and sales

All required licenses to operate 
the business

Proof of storm related damage

Note: A qualified cosigner and proof 
of household income may be 
required.

• No monthly payments and 0% interest for the first 3 months
• After three months, loan locks in at a very low 4.99% rate
• Loan term up to 60 months
• No prepayment penalty
• A 3% to 5% closing cost and a $30 application fee, if approved.

• Additional grant worth 15% of total loan
• Free financial education
• Opportunity to build credit
• Fast turnaround  — less than 10 days from completed application 

to closing

For more information visit 
www.accionusa.org/sandy or call (866) 245.0783

Accion East and Online is a nonprofit organization that offers small 
business loans from $500 to $50,000 and financial education to 
small business owners in the United States.

Photograph by Damon Jacoby

Loans from $1,000 to $25,000 for businesses 
affected by Superstorm Sandy in New York City. 

For the first 3 months – no payments and 0% interest.

15% of total loan offered as a grant.



  
 

Accion East and Online | 115 East 23rd Street, 7th Floor | New York, NY 10010 | 866-245-0783 | www.accionusa.org 
 

Octavio Hoyos 
Saniall Commercial Cleaning Services 
Queens, NY 
 

On the evening of October 29th, as 
the water level rose up to the first 
floor of many buildings in his Howard 
Beach community, Octavio watched 
helplessly as his car became 
submerged with water. “If I had only 
moved my car a block and a half away 
from my house, it might have 
survived the storm,” he explained.  
Octavio’s car, rendered inoperable, 
was tied to his livelihood, his 
business, Saniall Commercial 
Cleaning Services.  Without his car, 

Octavio could not get himself or his cleaning supplies to work. 
  
Octavio had lived around the country working for the second largest commercial 
cleaning franchise in the world. Deciding to move back to his hometown of New York 
City, he drew on his experience to launch his own business. Saniall has expanded to 
service 15 clients across Queens and Brooklyn. Seeking to further grow the business, 
Octavio started working with Accion Loan Consultant, Rachel Greenwald, after meeting 
her at the New York Business Expo. 
  
When Rachel called Octavio to check on him after the storm, he needed to replace his 
car and damaged equipment. Rachel brought his story to the Accion team who had 
already begun working on a program to aid business owners caught in Sandy’s wake. 
In a matter of days, Octavio received a loan from Accion’s Sandy Recovery Loan 
Program to buy a new car and replenish his damaged supplies. With a 3-month grace 
period, very low 4.99% interest rate and a 15% grant on top of the loan, Octavio was able 
to get back on his feet quickly.  
 
  

http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=&msgid=0&act=11111&c=35854&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.saniall.com%2F�
http://click.icptrack.com/icp/relay.php?r=&msgid=0&act=11111&c=35854&destination=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.saniall.com%2F�


Total: % Amount:  %
Disbursed 38 29.2% 443,798.26$      24.5% Actual Loan Amount
Approved 3 2.3% 47,000.00$        2.6% Actual Loan Amount
Submitted to UW 3 2.3% 55,500.00$        3.1% LC Suggested Amount
In Process 34 26.2% 541,316.61$      29.9% LC Suggested Amount
Withdrawn 43 33.1% 656,059.00$      36.2%
Declined 9 6.9% 68,500.00$        3.8%

Total: 130 100.0% 1,812,173.87$   100%
Disbursed/Approved 41 32% 490,798.26$     
Total Activity: 78 1,087,614.87$ 

11,678.90$   

Loan Program Status

*Disbursed +Approved + Submitted + In Process

Average Disbursed Loan Size:



 

 

Comments of Leah Archibald, Executive Director of the East Williamsburg Valley Industrial 
Development Corporation 

Aftermath of Hurricane Sandy 
February 2013 

 
My name is Leah Archibald, and I am the Executive Director of EWVIDCO.  EWVIDCO is a 
membership organization that promotes the development and retention of production, 
manufacturing and industrial service businesses thus improving neighborhoods in North 
Brooklyn and surrounding communities.  We connect businesses with resources and 
opportunities to maximize their competitive advantage in the marketplace.   In 2011 EWVIDCO 
served over 280 businesses in a variety of ways including helping link them with financing and 
employees, and assisting them with City and State incentive programs.   
 
EWVIDCO helps the nearly 1000 industrial businesses in North Brooklyn to grow in order to keep 
their 11,700 quality blue collar jobs in our community.  North Brooklyn needs these jobs.  Nearly 
40% of North Brooklyn residents work in industrial jobs, and local businesses report that nearly 
40% of their workforce resides in the local zip codes.  Over 15% of local residents indicate that 
they walk to work each day, which is double the borough-wide average.  Poverty in Williamsburg 
and Greenpoint is still quite high; 36% of local residents live at or below the poverty line.  English 
is a foreign language to many residents; in these neighborhoods nearly 20% of the residents do 
not speak English well, or at all, and over 30% are foreign born.  Finally, education levels are 
quite low, with nearly 70 % of working-age individuals possessing a high school equivalency or 
less. 
 
These are good jobs with low barriers to entry.  The average production wage for a 
manufacturing job is over $10,000 more than the average wage in retailing and restaurants.  
Further, these jobs are better quality—over half of manufacturing jobs have health coverage 
compared to 18% in the food service industry and 38% in retailing.  In North Brooklyn local 
industrial jobs pay an average of 73% more than retail, with industrial average wages of $52,842 
compared with $30,620 in local retailing.   

Manufacturing is still viable in North Brooklyn.  Analysis of NYS Department of Labor data shows 
that in 2009, there were still 11,700 manufacturing workers and 830 firms in the zip codes that 
correspond with the North Brooklyn and Greenpoint / Williamsburg IBZ/OMB's. This represents 
14% of the City's manufacturing employment base.  The continued significance of the 
manufacturing base in North Brooklyn undermines the conventional wisdom that 
“manufacturing is dead”, and calls into question the purpose of increasing pressure on a 
significant number of blue collar jobs in a struggling economy. 

Many of the businesses in EWVIDCO’s service area sustained significant damage as a result of 
Hurricane Sandy. In addition to the businesses located in Greenpoint and North Brooklyn that 
were washed out by storm surges other businesses located around the Newtown Creek were 
damaged when the sewers overflowed. As a result many of the businesses in the area were in 



 

 

need of funding and support as they dealt with property damage, lost sales, and navigating the 
insurance claims process. EWVIDCO was able to provide support to businesses owners in our 
service area by doing multiple foot tours of the affected areas, maintaining a dialog with 
business owners and elected officials and by hosting an event at our offices to educate business 
owners on what resources were available during that difficult time. Presenters at EWVIDCO’s 
hurricane relief workshop included members of the SBA and FEMA to talk about programs 
available to hurricane impacted businesses and families through the Federal Government, 
NYCEDC and NYBDC to discuss the Hurricane Sandy Loan fund, New York State Department of 
Financial Services to address insurance claims concerns, and many elected officials who wanted 
to meet directly with business owners to determine the scope of the damage. Shortly following 
the hurricane event EWVIDCO arranged for Mayor Michael Bloomberg to tour several of the 
storm ravaged businesses along the Newtown Creek. Today EWVIDCO is still assisting businesses 
as they recover from the devastation caused by the storm. To date we have helped sixteen 
businesses apply for loans through the Hurricane Sandy loan fund and three were approved so 
far. We foresee a need at least until the summer of 2013 and possibly beyond.   

In total, 31 individuals attend our storm relief workshop.  Additionally, we direct mailed 
information about relief programs to 100 businesses in the affected area on two separate 
occasions.  We had direct requests for assistance from 71 businesses.  Additionally, we worked 
with the multi-tenanted GMDC building on Manhattan avenue on their flooding and power 
outage issues—our work there impacted an additional 75 businesses.   Issues that affected these 
businesses included loss of electrical service, difficulty navigating insurance claim process, 
financial needs for repairs and working capital, flooding, property damage, loss of computer 
systems and records, need for temporary space, phone lines down, contacts for cleanup service 
providers.  Many problems were resolved within days, but some issues, such as phone service 
for Allocco Recycling and Lucky’s Tomatoes and electrical service for the GMDC building dragged 
on for several weeks until they were finally resolved.  We continue to work with small GMDC 
tenants to assist them in recovery—many are entitled to NYC grants as their business was 
disrupted for more than 2 weeks. 

At present we have 16 businesses are in the process of applying for financial assistance.  3 
businesses were approved and received money so far. 11 are still in the application process. We 
are continuing to do outreach for grant and loan programs and envision doing so for a 
substantial amount of time.  
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